Why is the Commission on Education & Training interesting/useful?

Proposal for CET 2015-2019

Chair: David Fairbairn (UK)
Vice-chair: Stefan Peters (Germany/Malaysia)
Need for cartographic education in an era of 'democratisation' of cartography
Overview of why we teach cartography, what is being taught, where cartographic education is presented

Addressing contemporary teaching methods and pedagogy
Overview of how we teach cartography, who is being taught, how many are being taught

... Education overview, BUT ALSO Education provision
Proposed new Terms of Reference address:

- **curriculum development**, including developments in creating a specific *Body of Knowledge* for cartography
- **accreditation** of educational programmes
- **research training** in cartography
- promotion and development of **online courses**
- efforts to engage with **sister societies** (e.g. ISPRS) and international initiatives (e.g. IMY)
- maintain **global overview** of cartographic education
- promote **workshops** in developing countries
This week:

Pre-conference workshop: Thursday 20 August - Saturday 22 August
UFPR, Curitiba (joint meeting with Commission on Maps & the Internet)

Business meeting: Wednesday 26 August 17:20 Room 6

Formal sessions:
- Monday 24 August 13:30 Room 4
- Tuesday 25 August 13:30 Room 4
- Wednesday 26 August 10:30 Room 4
- Thursday 27 August 10:30 Room 4

NB Posters